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Can You Hear Us Now?

By Elizabeth Lepro
Colgate University, a selective, liberal arts school in Hamilton, New York boasts a mission statement on their website
which includes the promise to “provide a demanding, expansive
educational experience to a select group of diverse, talented, and
intellectually sophisticated students.” Colgate’s website makes
it clear that the University takes pride in its culturally diverse
global community. The mantra of an all-inclusive college experience is not rare--most universities promote racial, gender, and
ethnic diversity as a focal point in their education and residential
systems, but how well do these institutions live up to their standards? According to the students at Colgate, not so well.
This past September, students at the University created the
Association of Critical Collegians (ACC) to peacefully demonstrate their dissatisfaction with the way minorities have been
regarded on campus both by students and administration. The
group penned a petition with a list of concerns and plans of
action for various administrative and student structures at the
University.
The ACC’s (abridged) statement reads, “We ask that the Colgate community stand with us...in taking decisive and deliberate
action to foster full inclusivity and to make our mission a reali-

ty... [one] in which every community member understands how
systemic structures shape power and privilege...and in which
we refuse to participate in habits...that foster and even perpetuate microaggressions against minority groups on a daily basis.”
A multitude of students at the university staged a sit-in at the
Colgate administration office that lasted from September 22nd
to September 26th. Students held signs brandishing sentiments
like “I 2AM COLGATE” and “#Canyouhearusnow?”
The President and Deans responded with the following
statement: “We have heard you, and we will join you in the common goal of creating a campus environment that is welcoming
and supportive of all of our students,” preceding responses to
each request made in the petition.
Kristi Carey, Kori Strother, Melissa Melendez, and
Natasha Torres began the ACC initiative in response to “a lot of
pain experienced for the past four years, increasingly in the past
year, especially due to social media.” Carey states that she had
heard extensive stories of first year students of color met with
snide comments from classmates who didn’t think they “fit in”
at Colgate; stories and actions which once recognized are “hard
to un-see.” The organizers were shocked at the outcome both at
the original ACC meetings and subsequently at the sit-in, where
over 900 people reportedly checked in, a number that speaks to
the amount of unrest at the University.
It has become increasingly obvious that the state of
oppression now appears much differently than that of fifty years
ago. Inequality in the U.S. today does not often come from outright hatred, in the form of Jim Crow laws, or women of color
being banned from universities. Instead, inequality, racism, and
oppression have become institutional concepts. Most students
and staff at universities do not intend to be overtly racist or sexist nor do they always realize the bias of their judgment. Instead,
oppression and thought processes, which suppress other races,
genders, ethnicities, and sexualities are often minor actions
labeled, “microaggressions.”

Students brandish signs with slogans. Some Colgate professors
held classes at the demonstration.
(Photo by Charity Sonia White.)

(Continued on page 3)
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Dionne and Andrea’s
Scoop of Advice

We are a monthly feminist publication produced by college students. Our goal is to break gender stereotypes, to write thoughtful and informative articles, and to empower the oppressed. We
reclaim derogatory terms such as “slut” and use them in our favor, hence our name. We are answering to a need for a premiere
feminist publication on college campuses.

Halloween is coming sooner than I can believe, and
I’m a little hesitant with my costume this year, in fear
of falling into the Slut-oween stereotype. But then
again, I do have my eye on a funny, risque outfit.
What’s the approach I should move forward with?
- Confused Cat

The Self-chosen Slut Identity

Few women have the privilege of being unfamiliar with the
term “slut.” Children were slinging the “s” word around before
half of us had even experienced a first kiss. Calling someone a slut
either meant you were totally not sitting together at lunch or she
was making your Top 5 on Myspace, depending on the tone.
So, why try to reclaim the word that’s created a generation of
anxiety-riddled young women with long histories of crying in
bathroom stalls? Why not embrace sexual freedom without using a
derogative that’s plagued us for years?
When the staff of this publication decided to keep our name,
we knew it might scare even self-proclaimed feminists off. The
idea is radical. The idea of a woman’s body being private property
and not subject for public belittlement is revolutionary.
“Slut” is a loaded gun handed to this generation of women by
the society we’ve all grown up in; one that simultaneously shames
and exploits our sexuality. Slutciety represents a new form of
all-inclusive society, perhaps even a radical one, that puts down
the theoretical gun and embraces the idea that women as a group
are moving past the labels and instead, demanding the right to an
identity of our own choosing.

Note: This is a response to an unnamed, androcentric advice
column written and published by fellow University of Pittsburgh
students.

“Double-stick tape is your new best friend.”
- Maureen Jones, freshman

Feminist Vocab of the Month

In case it isn’t clear, this is a costume for Nemo from Pixar’s
animated movie Finding Nemo.
(Left photo by Amazon. Right photo by Tumblr.)

Intersectionality (noun): identity is composed of interlocking,
inseparable systems of opression, coined by UCLA Law Professor
Kimberlé Crenshaw in 1959, though alluded to throughout black
feminist literature
Example: In America, 14.8 percent of women are victims of
completed rape. However, indigeneous American women are
raped at a rate of 34.1 percent. Black women are raped at a rate of
18.8 percent.

“We’ll never get anywhere if we act in fear of
stereotypes. You do you.”
		
- Taylor Mulcahey, sophomore
“You get one night. Don’t let anyone else ruin
your’s with their ideas about your body.”
			
- Anna Shaw, sophomore
“Funny costume? You know, if you don’t want
to be sexy, just be FUNNY! But you can’t be
both, that’s not how it works.”
		
- Emily Lundy, sophomore
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Special thanks to Re Business
Solutions for sponsoring this
issue of Slutciety!

“You can go as anything you want except for
racial stereotypes and ebola. If you’re still stuck
on ideas, Mean Girl references are always a
winner.”
		
- Amanda Chan, sophomore

Share with us your questions
and comments.
Tweet us at @Slutciety or
email us at slutciety@gmail.
com.
Special thanks to Ms. Hirsch
and Dr. Bishop for agreeing to
support our endeavors.

“I can’t help but think that these categories are
very similar to the categories that women are
expected to fall into personality-wise (i.e,
funny OR clever OR sexy).”
		
- Zoë Hannah, sophomore
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She’s in Love With Being Queen

(Continued) Can You Hear Us Now?

The ACC has implemented this word into their petition and
demands that the student body and the administration recognize
and work to diminish these everyday actions which hurt marginalized sectors of society. Common examples on a college campus
include demeaning posts, and tweets regarding international students, negative comments about affirmative action resolutions, or
an administration that does not reach out to the disadvantaged.
These kinds of bias are in direct opposition to mission statements
that ensure “accepting” environments, and on a larger scale,
provide a harsh contrast to the American promise of equality for
all citizens. It follows that in order to make a difference in the
vicious cycle of modern-day inequality, young people cannot be
afraid to raise their voices.

By Morgan Russell
Born Ella Yelich-O’Connor, New Zealand alt-rock singer Lorde
is a modern day cultural philosopher, and her debut album, Pure
Heroine, is teeming with her rejection of materialism. She distances herself from those who revel in their riches when she sings,
“We’ll never be royals / It don’t run in our blood.” Yet, she still
proudly accepts her success: “We’re bigger than we ever dreamed /
And I’m in love with being queen.”
After Royals and its accompanying video were released, the
singer told Huffington Post, “I think I’m different because my
music is accessible, but it’s also smart and those are two things
that don’t often go together musically.” Despite the relatively new
direction Lorde wants to take with her music and lyrics--as well
as her blatant criticism of pop culture--she quickly infiltrated the
mainstream and earned two Grammys for Royals: Best Pop Solo
Performance and Song of the Year.
At 17 years old, Lorde articulately tackles feminist issues,
especially in the context of pop culture. She often explains in interviews, “I think I’m speaking for a bunch of girls when I say that
feminism is completely natural and shouldn’t even be something
that people find mildly surprising.” Lorde even said that she is
sick of seeing how women are portrayed by some other female
stars, specifically Selena Gomez in her song Come & Get It, as an
anti-feminist work that portrays woman as sexually available and
subservient.
Lorde uses her intelligence and confidence to confront the
people who judge her head-on. In another instance of a celebrity
clash, Tyler, the Creator Instagrammed a picture of Lorde and her
boyfriend James Lowe with laughter in the caption, presumably in
response to Lowe’s Asian heritage or appearance. Lorde retaliated
by tweeting at Tyler and calling him out in person at this year’s
Coachella festival. The public deeply disrepects female celebrities’
private lives, considering it public property. Lorde is not compliant
with this entitlement.
This past March, Lorde again took to Twitter to call out another problematic force: the Wesboro Baptist Church. Her upcoming
tour date in Kansas City was on their picket list. As an active supporter of the LGBTQI community, Lorde encouraged her fans to
wear rainbow to the show and kiss the protesters on their way in.
In an interview with Tavi Gevinson from Rookie magazine,
Lorde gives the advice to “Just take pride in what you do. Take
photos of yourself wearing super weird clothes and love how it
looks and be happy with that and be happy if other people hate
them, ’cause sometimes there’s some fun in that too.”

According to their website, Colgate University’s undergraduate
class is 32.2 percent non-white or international students.
(Photo by Charity Sonia White.)
Carey attributes the campaign’s success to the fact that
the administration was invited to listen in on seven hours of
emotional stories from students brave enough to voice their
experiences. Success in this case led to cooperation between the
leadership at the university and the students, which resulted in,
among other changes, the initiation of two work-study positions
in the administration office for ACC members who will work to
ensure that structural changes such as diversity training for staff
members is maintained. Carey concludes, as a message to students from all universities, that what occurred was a “movement
about reclaiming institution and making the institution live
up to promises [because] we weren’t experiencing the mission
statement that Colgate promises, so in the end it was all about
where is Colgate going? What is it saying and what is the future
of Colgate?”
What is the future of the University of Pittsburgh? How are
we, as an institution responsible for educating the future of this
country, living up to our promises? Instead of viewing this success as an isolated occurrence, let’s take Colgate, Ferguson, and
many other “minority movements” as opportunities to assess
what kind of societal structure is being created and perpetuated.
College students have numerous opportunities to speak out in
favor of positive change, opportunities which are not granted to
those without access to higher education or large institutions.
Recognizing how power structures work against minorities is
only the first step.
The ACC at Colgate along with many other examples of
social movements on college campuses continue to show how
young people who have the opportunity to raise their voice can
inspire radical change little by little by speaking loudly enough
to be heard.

Lorde won her first Grammy at 17 years old.
(Photo by Getty Images.)
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Terror of the High Seas: Ching Shih

By Megan Linger
Ask any given group of people who they think of when you say
the word “pirate,” and you’ll hear a whole lot about Johnny Depp’s
humorously swaggering, highly fictional Captain Jack Sparrow.
Clarify that you want someone who actually existed, and you might
hear a few tentative “Blackbeard” responses. Not to say that we
should condone piracy or any other crime, but ask for the most
successful pirate in history, and not nearly enough people will tell
you about Ching Shih, a Chinese woman who commanded a massive fleet in the early 19th century.

Ching Shih is frequently featured in movies, video games, and
books.
(Photo by FineArtsAmerica.)
Truth be told, we know relatively little about Ching Shih. It is
generally in a pirate’s best interests to keep a low profile, but Ching
Shih remained in obscurity even before her piracy career began.
Since we are not even sure when she was born, the first we hear
of her is the year 1801, when she married a pirate captain named
Ching or Cheng. Whether you favor the transliteration Ching Shih
or Cheng I Sao, the meaning is the same: “Wife of Cheng”.
The couple’s marriage was unusual because they themselves
negotiated the agreement. In China at that time, the parents of
the bride and groom were instrumental in brokering the marriage
contract, but Ching Shih seems to have put out her own terms. She
agreed to marry the captain on the conditions that they would share
the wealth equally and that Ching Shih herself could help with their
sordid business. Her husband apparently saw nothing wrong with
complying, since that is precisely what happened. As it were, Ching
Shih was no stranger to sordid business, as she had been a prostitute.
For the next six years, Ching Shih and her husband worked
together to build up their piracy enterprise, terrorizing the better
part of the South China Sea and reaching as far south as Malaysia. However, as no one in history can remain happy for very long,
Ching Shih’s husband died in 1807.
Many women in that situation and time period would quit and
retreat to a life of quiet widowhood, but that was never Ching Shih’s
style. For her, the natural course of action was to take her husband’s
place. Of course, as her pirate crew was not likely to be so forward-thinking, she named her husband’s first mate, Chang Pao, the
de facto captain.
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While he led the force in raids and battles, Ching Shih maintained a more administrative role. Running the Red Flag Fleet
was no easy task, but she managed to keep track of finances, human relations, and strategy. Before long, Ching Shih controlled
a force larger than some countries’ navies, with 1,500 ships and
nearly 100,000 sailors.
Not limiting herself to raiding and pillaging, Ching Shih expanded her enterprise to include extortion, espionage, and elaborate protection rackets. For all intents and purposes, she was
running a floating mafia. Despite their professional law-breaking, the Red Flag Fleet also boasted a strict code of conduct.
Minor infractions like stealing from the hoard or disobeying an
order were cause for beheading. Any captured deserters stood to
lose an ear. As harsh as these laws were, Ching Shih’s most unusual rule concerned the women they captured. In a surprising
move for a former sex worker, attractive women were auctioned
off to the crew, and the lucky buyer became, essentially, that
woman’s husband. Cheating on one’s new wife also earned a
man a death sentence.
Faced with this massive, dangerous pirate fleet, the Chinese
government was naturally somewhat concerned. They tried to
take out Ching Shih by force, even enlisting aid from Britain
and Portugal, but every assault failed miserably. Desperate for
peace and running out of options, the government offered Ching
Shih full amnesty. In a classic win-win situation, Ching Shih
was able to keep it all and retire. Only 400 of her crewmen were
ever punished, with only 126 of these executed for their crimes.
The rest managed to get jobs with the Chinese military and were
also allowed to retain their wealth. Even in retirement, though,
Ching Shih did not exactly settle down. She and her new husband, the same Chang Pao who had been her trusted captain,
opened a gambling house and enjoyed their wealth without anyone bothering them. The notorious pirate queen finally passed
away in 1844, probably the world’s most dangerous grandma.

Anti-Rape Nail Polish is Not as Pretty
as You Think

By Courtney Linder
Developing in the world of innovation and good-intentioned
investment is a suit, body armor, a warrior’s ensemble specially
designed to fight rape. It seems ridiculous, but this isn’t such a
far-fetched interjective in today’s world. Condoms with spikes
lined on the inside to bite onto a rapist’s unsuspecting penis.
Shorts made out of a material that will resist a rapist’s claws or
scissors. Now, a media uproar over an anti-rape cosmetic: nail
polish.
Designed by four North Carolina State University students,
the invention had noble intentions, but unfortunately, it—like
many other anti-rape devices—does not target the actual issue at
hand: rape culture.
While the polish may be scientifically effective, changing
color when date-rape drugs such as GHB, Rohypnol, and Xanax
are present in a drink, we have to ask ourselves if this product
will actually work in a social environment. It is impractical and
unrealistic to expect people to dunk their fingers in their drink
every time they are thirsty and happen to be going out in public.
What is worse, you are going to be hard-pressed to find a
man who wants to slather that pink polish on his fingers. By

(Continued) Anti-Rape Nail Polish is
Not as Pretty as You Think
creating feminine products that detect date rape drugs, we are
effectively overlooking an entire group—men. Rape statistics
on men are fuzzy, but it is estimated that one in 10 rape cases
involves a man. While this only translates to 10 percent, that
does not mean that justice for these men is irrelevant. Every
rape victim matters.
In up to 22 percent of reported rapes, the victim was very
close with their rapist. So, many sexual assaults occur at
home or somewhere that the victim feels comfortable. There
would be little to no reason for the individual to believe that
they need to take precaution against rape, especially in the
form of nail polish.

“Victims of house theft are able to file to the
police without comments about their lack of
state-of-the-art burgarly technology. So why
should rape be any different?”
Even if you are dunking your fingers into your drink, that
does not guarantee it is going to change color; date rape drugs
are not used in a large percentage of rape cases. Instead, the
tools of choice are sheer brute force and coercion.
If an individual does not don their favorite anti-rape nail
polish or vagina armor when she wants to go out, and gets
raped…do we blame her? More specifically, does a system of
cultural beliefs and institutional obstacles chastise the victim
for her failure in preventing her rape? The answer is yes,
usually.
Victim blaming is one of the most patronizing aspects of
rape culture. Rape culture perpetrators take on an approach
that says “so long as it isn’t me.” It is this philosophy that
makes individuals feel so nervous about reporting rapes. The
shocking numbers reveal that the FBI only finds about 1 in 4
rape cases are published in the Uniform Crime Reports.
This is why reactive measures against rape, such as the
anti-rape nail polish are ineffective. We need to take more
proactive measures. The answer lies in preventing rape from
happening instead of accepting the injustice.
Tracey Vitchers, Chair of the Board at Students Active for
Ending Rape (SAFER) sums up this idea well: “The problem
isn’t whether a woman knows there are roofies in her drink,
but the fact that someone put roofies in her drink.”
Victims of house theft are able to file to the police without comments about their lack of state-of-the-art burgarly
technology. So why should rape be any different? Why should
we find ways to aid the individual in reacting to rape rather
than being proactive and trying to reduce the incidence of
sexual assault? Why shouldn’t we create more organizations
educating and raising awareness about rape rather than perpetuate rape culture?
Anti-date rape nail polish is not the answer; it falls into
the cyclical trap of focusing on the responsibility of victims.
Rather than cheering for the development of polish number
131 that detects Rohypnol, ask why rapists continue to walk
free with date rape drugs at their disposal, why their culture has failed to teach them the importance of consent and
boundary, and why they seem to always escape the blame for
an assault they cause.

The Do’s and Don’ts of Al-Mansouri

By Kenneth Ward
In late September, a United States-led coalition of air forces began
campaigns against ISIS in Iraq and Syria. Since then, Maj. Mariam
Hassan Salem Al-Mansouri has become a leading face of the campaign against ISIS. She’s the first female pilot in the United Arab
Emirates Air Force, and of course, that’s an amazing feat. Unfortunately not everyone has thought the same, so I thought I’d create a set
of Do’s and Don’ts for talking about Major Mariam Al-Mansouri.
Mariam Al-Mansouri dreamed of being a pilot after graduating
high school, but at the time, women were not permitted into UAE
Flight Academies. She had to wait nearly ten years before being accepted into the Academy, earning an undergraduate degree in English
Literature in the meantime. She graduated from Flight Academy in
2007, and now, she leads her own combat squadron.

Al-Mansouri won the Mohammed bin Rashid Excellence Award
in September. (Photo by The National UAE.)
Do: Treat her like you would any person of military service. An
“othering” of Al-Mansouri’s presence would disrespect her struggle
to achieve her high position in the military. In her own words: “Both
men and women have the right to work in any field of work, as long
as they do it with loyalty, determination and persistence, and educate
oneself with the right tools in order to reach the highest ranks and
serve this country.”
Don’t: Tease ISIS about being bombed or killed by a woman.
This is close to shaming male athletes for losing to women; it creates
contempt and fuels misogyny. ISIS is raping, enslaving, killing, and
crucifying women across Iraq, so knowing that Major Al-Mansouri
is out there firing back can incite feelings of poetic justice. Still, we
shouldn’t celebrate the bombing of any human life, and we shouldn’t
treat the bombs of Major Al-Mansouri differently than those of her
all-male strike team.
Do: Always fact check. You may have misconceptions about the
rights of women in Islamic countries, but it is still crucial to educate
yourself before entering a discussion. Islamophobia is already all too
rampant in Western ideology without ignorant comments, even if they
are not rooted in maliciousness. Major Al-Mansouri, like all Emirati
women, has the right to drive a car, for instance.
Don’t: Make sexist jokes, obviously. Somebody should have
mentioned this to Fox News hosts Eric Bolling and Greg Gutfeld, who
thought they were being clever when they joked about her “not being
able to park the plane afterwards” and being “boobs on the ground.”
American media figureheads revere America troops for their courage
and bravery; Al-Mansouri deserves the same.
Do: Idolize her! She is a badass, and it’s important for there to be
role models like her in the world. Maintain an interest in what she’s
doing, her story, what obstacles she faced, where she goes next, and
she won’t just fade from public memory. “I had to prove myself by
being determined, and having the skill and knowledge to prove that I
could perform as well as the men,” Al-Mansouri stated in an interview,
effectively silencing naysayers who trivialize her journey.
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Cancer Isn’t Sexy

By Nora Kupiec
Breast cancer: the uncontrolled growth of cells in the breast tissue. No cure. Results in death. Treatment includes major surgeries
and chemotherapy radiation. It is not sexy.
October, as we all know, is Breast Cancer Awareness Month.
People everywhere, from athletes and celebrities to the residents of
Pitt’s very own Holland Hall, will be spreading messages of awareness and treatment during this pink-themed month. Breast Cancer
Awareness Month provides needed attention to the third-leading
cause of death among women and simultaneously raises money for
the cause.
However, many slogans and fundraisers for Breast Cancer
Awareness, in their noble-intentioned quest, turn to sexualizing the
devastating disease for the attention. Campaigns such as “I Love
Boobies” and “Save Second Base” make breast cancer seem like a
fun, relatable topic to people who simply love breasts, when in reality, the breast cancer experience could not be more different.
Breast cancer comes with side effects that include memory loss,
hair loss, bone pains, infertility, and countless more. People afflicted
by this disease have to cope with intense chemotherapy treatments
as well as the possibility of losing one or both of their breasts
through reconstruction surgery. Sometimes, patients resort to mastectomies, a procedure that removes of one or both breasts or the
removal of lymph nodes in the general breast area. Oftentimes, they
take a depressive toll on patients’ emotional health and body image.

This past March, the Supreme Court denied an appeal to hear a
case about a school’s right to ban the I Heart Boobie bracelets. The
denial effectively allowed students to continue to don the breast
cancer-themed merchandise to school.
(Photo by Liberty News.)
The disease’s severity and seriousness is rarely the image portrayed. The brand “I Love Boobies,” although bringing plenty of
awareness to breasts themselves, hardly presents the truth of something like a double mastectomy. “Save the Tatas” and “Save Second
Base” appeals to men who seemingly only care about this disease
because it affects their sexual desires. Women who are battling
breast cancer want to be treated with respect and love, not disrespect and objectification. A double mastectomy can help a woman
beat breast cancer, but because their “tatas” aren’t saved, this makes
her no longer sexual, which means she no longer fits into societal
normalities.
This is reflected in director and actress Angelina Jolie’s decision to undergo a double mastectomy in 2012, as she had realized
that she inherited a gene that drastically increased her chance of
developing breast cancer. Rather than praise for proactiveness
that Pink-tober so loudly encourages, Jolie was faced with cries of
defacing her image as a sex icon and lost opportunities to sexualize
herself in the future.
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Heart disease, the number one killer of women, has not been
given its own month and is not celebrated and sexualized in
the way breast cancer is. Domestic violence, which affects one
in four women, shares its awareness month with Breast Cancer.
Yet it remains invisible in the face of the massive publicity for
Breast Cancer Awareness Month.

Kong, pictured above, of the triad that is SimplePickup asked
various women on the streets to participate in the fundraising
effort. When the funds were rejected, they donated the money to a
singular breast cancer patient to pay for medical bills.
(Photo by The Daily Mail.)
Controversial youtube video “Motorboating Girls for Breast
Cancer Awareness” exemplifies the sexualization of breast cancer.
SimplePickup, a group of three men, pledged to donate $20 to the
cause for every girl who agreed to let them rub their faces into
their cleavage--all in the name of the disease. One hundred and
four girls participated in total, raising $1,080 for breast cancer
awareness and research.
However, the money donated to the Breast Cancer Research
Foundation was rejected. A spokesperson for BCRF stated,
“We appreciate efforts to raise money to advance breast cancer
research, but out of respect for the community we serve, we have
asked SimplePickup to cease all references and associations to
our organization and are refunding their donation immediately.”
The video was subsequently removed from Youtube, which
prompted a response from SimplePickup. The group believed
that the organization that did not accept their money received
pressure from a “radical feminists” and felt that they had true
intentions of helping the cause.
What neither the spokesperson for BCRF or the members of
SimplePickup took into account was precisely what was inherently wrong about their tactics in the first place. The members
of SimplePickup would not have donated $1,080 to breast cancer
awareness and research simply out of the goodness of their
hearts. Instead, they took the route that trivializes the graveness
of cancer. By motorboating girls in the name of breast cancer and
putting it on Youtube, SimplePickup merely fed into our sexually-hungry culture without truly contributing to the cure for the
disease.
Rather than saving breasts, Breast Cancer Awareness Month
should focus on respecting and protecting the lives of the women
these breasts are attached to. Motorboating can never accomplish
this--perhaps in the future, though, SimplePickup can donate
$20 for every one of their viewers who commits to performing a
private five-minute self-exam each month. That’s what will end
up saving their lives.

The Western Feminist’s Fabrication

By Khadija-Awa Diop
Feminist and Islam are two words of American social taboo,
always hushed or tagged with a disclaimer: I am a feminist, but
I’ve never burned a bra. I am Muslim, but I am not a terrorist. I am
a feminist, but I don’t hate men. I am a Muslim, but I don’t hate
women.
Theresa Corbin, a writer living in New Orleans and the originator of the blog Islamwich, is one of the many women around the
world who decide to convert to Islam. She was born to a Catholic
and an Atheist with as much knowledge about Islam as the average
American--almost none. By the time she converted, she had done
4 years of research on what it meant to be Muslim. Her research
was not based on Fox News or even CNN. Her research was based
on the Quran and the Hadith of Prophet Muhammad S.A.W as
well as a deeper look into the history of Islam.

Benazir Bhutto was elected twice to be Prime Minister of Pakistan,
and she was the first woman to be elected as head of state. She also
previously chaired the Pakistan Peoples Party.
(Photo by SBS Austrailia.)
“I came to realize Islam is a world religion that teaches tolerance, justice and honor and promotes patience, modesty and
balance… I was drawn to Islam’s appeal to intellect and heartened
by the prophet Mohammed’s quote ‘The acquisition of knowledge
is compulsory for every Muslim, whether male or female,’” said
Corbin. Despite Islamophobic belief in major Western Nations,
Islam both respects and values women. A few examples follow.
1. There are many Muslim majority countries who have had
female heads of state: Mame Madior Boye of Senegal, Benazir
Bhutto of Pakistan and Lala Shovkat of Azerbaijan are amongst
them. In contrast, the United States has never had a female head
of state.
2. Women had rights since seventh century Islam, which included the mandate of female consent to marriage. If she did not
consent, she could lawfully not be forced to marry.
3. Women could own property in the seventh century, rather
than be the property of their husbands and fathers.
4. In 859 CE Fatima al-Fihri, a Muslim woman, founded the
University of Al Karaouine. According to the Guinness World
Records, this is the oldest university in the world.
Sunni scholar Ibn Asakir, in the twelfth century, documented
that women were not only studying in universities, but were also
attaining degrees and becoming professors.
5. Prophet Mohammed’s first wife Khadijah was a successful
business woman. Her business talent and astuteness allowed her
to spread throughout the Quraysh.
6. Women in the United States were given the right to vote less
than 100 years ago. Women in Islam were given the right to vote
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almost 1,500 years ago.
The treatment of women is among the many advancements
in Islam, including the invention of algebra, and the development of the mechanics of flight, before DaVinci. The Islamic
Renaissance is actually where all the philosophers of the Italian
Renaissance learned what they “invented” in Italy.

“Similar to Hijabs are a Catholic nun’s white
coif and black veil. Nuns also choose to cover
their hair and dress more modestly, yet Western
feminists do not label nuns as an oppressed
group of people forced to cover up. ”
The hijab is one of the most contested parts of Islamic culture. For the record: hijabs are not mandatory. It is a projection
of your own personal ideals. Theresa Corbin chooses to wear
a hijab because for her, she was escaping the misogynistic gaze
of men through modesty. She remarked, “My scarf does not tie
my hands behind my back, and it is not a tool of oppression. It
doesn’t prevent thoughts from entering my head and leaving my
mouth.”
Similar to Hijabs are a Catholic nun’s white coif and black
veil. Nuns also choose to cover their hair and dress more modestly, yet Western feminists do not label nuns as an oppressed
group of people forced to cover up.
Rather, Western feminists say that Muslim women dress the
way they do to cater to the will of men. Yet, these Westerners
fail to reach the same conclusion about the high waisted booty
shorts, crop tops, and mini-skirts that women of the West so
proudly don.
Part of the larger issue here is that Western feminism victimizes women who may not fall into their category: white women from Western society. Their version of feminism excludes
Hispanic women, black women, Muslim women, and women
of various sexual orientations. Rather, Western academics toss
off non-white women into the category of “third world women,”
fostering condescension and trivializing diverse struggles.
This pervasive “othering” is why black American songstress
Jill Scott got hurtful words from women rather than sympathy when her nudes got leaked, as opposed to the widespread
feminist support Jennifer Lawrence received. It is the reason
why colored women feel the need to lighten their skin with skin
bleaching creams and soaps. That condescension is the reason
why Muslim women have not been so willing to open up to
Western feminists and explain to them that Islam is not the issue.
Rather than understanding that the social context is different, Western feminism sees all other women as victimized
in their specific stereotypical situations because they are too
“stupid” or “ignorant” to even know they’re being oppressed.
That condescension is the reason that White feminists believe it
is their white woman’s burden to deliver Muslims from a feigned
ignorance.
We as a nation have a belligerent fear and stubbornness on
the idea of what Islam entails. As Islam suggests, in the surah
Al-‘Alaq: Iqra. Read.
Read, and understand. Read and question. Read to know,
and search for the answers yourself. I hope you choose the inquisitive nature of knowledge, rather than simple acceptance.

The Purple In Black Queerness
By Maureen Jones
“I’m pore, I’m black, I may be ugly and can’t cook… but I’m
here.”
Celie, the heroine of Alice Walker’s timeless novel The Color
Purple, effectively summarizes her experience in the postwar
South in a single sentence. Part of what has made The Color Purple so near and dear to the hearts of a nation is its ability to reach
out to those who have never been reached out to: the “pore,” the
black, the ugly. Even further than that, it reaches out to women-to sisters in both blood and heart--and it takes the pulse of female
homosexuality.
The most powerful relationships that Celie takes part in are
those with her sister, Nettie, and a washed-up singer, Shug Avery.
These relationships pull Celie through her life, helping her to
recover from years of childhood abuse and allowing her to cope

Although she is battered and misused in her
life, Celie is able to persevere,
and even amidst her mistreatment, she loves
others, and is loved in return.
with her equally abusive marriage. The book notably passes the
controversial Bechdel Test, which dictates that a work of fiction
must have at least two female characters who discuss something
other than a man, with flying colors. Celie is able to discuss anything from religion to racial politics to the fight for survival with
Nettie and Shug, and although her relationships with men are a
large part of her narrative, she does not depend on them; rather,
she uses the harm they inflict upon her as something to unite her
with other women.
One of the most important elements of the book is the romantic and sexual components of Celie and Shug’s relationship. Celie
dealt with systematic rape throughout her childhood, and this
continued through the early years of her married life, which left
her afraid of her own body and sexuality.
With Shug, she was able to regain some comfort with her own
desires and view sex as something pleasurable and not scarring, as
it had been with her stepfather and husband. Their relationship is
one of the most well-known fictional same-sex relationships, and
the fact that they are black only makes it more significant.

The Color Purple was turned into a 1985 Steven Spielberg film, in
which Whoopi Goldberg played Celie. The film was nominated for
11 Academy Awards, though it did not win any.
(Photo by The Oprah Show.)
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Alice Walker, author of The Color Purple and many other successful novels, was the first African-American woman to win the
Pulitzer Prize In Fiction. She also won the National Book Award.
(Photo by Thirteen WNET.)
According to a 2012 Huffington Post survey, 4.2 percent of
black participants identified as lesbian, gay, bisexual, or transgender, as opposed to 3.2 percent of white participants. Yet, on
television, 74 percent of LGBT identified people are white, which
is grossly disproportionate to the reality of the demographic.
White men are seen as the representation of the LGBT community, as seen in Modern Family, Scandal, Glee, and other massively
popular television shows. The Color Purple gives a relatively rare
glimpse into the lives of black women who are attracted to one
another, which gives black members of the LGBT community
much needed representation in a world that repeatedly denies
their existence.
In the novel, race and class, too, go hand in hand. Those who
are black are poor, and those who are wealthy are white, and the
white people in Celie’s community have the black lower class completely at their mercy. This is demonstrated when Celie’s daughterin-law, Sofia, fights back against the white mayor, who slaps her
after she refused his wife’s offer for Sofia to be their maid. Sofia is
sent to jail, badly beaten, and then released from prison only upon
agreeing to be the mayor’s maid, where she spends 12 years in
subjugation.
Sofia’s imprisonment is reflective of the subjugation of all black
people, especially in the South, even after slavery. Though there
were fewer legal restraints on black freedom, corruption and
racism were still, and are still, rampant in society. Nettie later even
remarks that she hadn’t realized the Ethiopians in the Bible were
black, due to her inability to receive an education and the whitewashing of literature, especially the Bible.
Celie’s story is one marked with loss, fear, and isolation, but
also community, love, and hope. In the book’s conclusion, she frees
herself from her abusive husband, reunites with her sister and
children, maintains a business of her own, and sinks into a peaceful retirement with Shug, Sofia, Nettie, and several other female
characters, at her side. Although she is battered and misused in her
life, Celie is able to persevere, and even amidst her mistreatment,
she loves others, and is loved in return.
To see a black woman and a member of the LGBT community
succeed in literature is incredibly rare in a world where the vast
majority of LGBT fiction ends in tragedy, and that Celie eventually
triumphs is monumental.

The Anti-Asian Invasion

By Amanda Chan
Delve into the crannies of Pittsburgh’s beloved community
of Oakland, and one may unearth the myriad of Asian-oriented
restaurants overflowing with loyal Pitt customers. Around the
corner stands the revered Cathedral of Learning, where an international student may be holding a recitation for a class of eager,
intelligent students. As one might venture into student housing,
an Urban Outfitters tapestry adorned with images reminiscent
of traditional Hindu symbols hangs, adding a sense of cultured
ambience to an otherwise colorless décor.
Indeed, the students of the University of Pittsburgh like
to believe that they are a sophisticated group who tolerate and
accept people of different cultural and racial backgrounds. Of
course, this is on the condition that their cultural background
stays exactly that—in the background.
In the aforementioned recitation, the “intelligent” students
are actually sniveling about the TA’s pronunciation of the world
“formula,” wailing about their inability to understand Basic
Applied Statistics because of the terribly inconvenient Chinese
accent. In a casual conversation in a living room of South O,
with the Urban Outfitters tapestry festooned in the background,
one laments about the infestation of presumed-to-be-Indian students in Foundations of Biology. A young finance major stops
by Szechuan Express, where he gorges himself upon a greasy
plate of General Tso’s Chicken, before he arrives at his job at a
local burrito joint, where he and his coworkers gripe about the
customers’ who have unintelligible Asian accents.
Not even American-born Asian students are safe from the
wrath of this pervasive anti-Asian rhetoric. My freshmen year
floormates confessed to me they failed to learn my name in the
first few weeks of the semester and referred to me as “the Asian”
instead. A previous boyfriend and his fraternity brothers frequently discussed the inner workings of my “tight Asian pussy”
on GroupMe.

Asian men as unmasculine and Asian women as objects of sexual
fetishism.
These hurtful microaggressions, everyday accepted comments
that are racially-motivated, are problematic, because they reinforce the racial hierarchy that constricts the being of all non-white
students. Obviously, Yik Yaks such as, “It’s so annoying when Chinese people just congregate with each other and only talk Chinese
the whole time” are offensive, but unfortunately, more insidious
comments lurk in the minds of the ignorant. Statements such as
“Asian guys are nice, but I would never date one” or “Asians always
hang out with other Asians” thrust years of racial disparaging and
centuries of racial oppression back into the Asian community’s
face. These are unnecessarily scrutinizing a group of people for
their behavior and following unchecked stereotypes. “Asians have
ugly chinky eyes” and “You’re pretty for an Asian girl” may seem
worlds apart in terms of severity, but they are rooted in the same
racism. This is how racism manifests, in the minds of the well-intentioned who may not fully realize the bigotry of their thought
processes. Thus, Pitt students may not even know the wrong in
their words, because it is so deeply normalized within American
college culture.
In 2013, Business Communication Quarterly published a
study about US college students and their ability in intercultural communication. Improperly implemented intercultural
communication instruction, according to this article, results in
“prejudices and stereotypes among university students interacting
with students from other cultures.” It cited previous work that
agreed American-born college students felt a “negative prejudice”
towards foreign students, traits that indicated a low emotional
intelligence.
The vast amount of Pitt students who aim to work in the
medical field may have to seek proper intercultural communication instruction for themselves. According to a 2008 study by
the Center for Studying Health System Change, 24 percent of
physicians under the age of 40 identified as Asian. It is the Asian
population who are diagnosing, curing, prescribing for a sizeable
proportion of the public, yet it is those same Asians whose lives
are trivialized, existence ostracized, and culture ridiculed.
According to the University of Pittsburgh’s Factbook of 2013,
the international students and Asian students composed a total
of 9.5 percent of the undergraduate student population in 2012.
In contrast, white students composed 77.7 percent. Yet on Yik
Yak, Twitter, and flippant dinner conversations in Market Central,
language such as “invasion” or “infestation” denigrates the Asian
minority.
The hypocrisy runs rampant. I propose two options for the
student population: (1) either they admit to themselves that they
are self-righteous racists or (2) they start acknowledging the
struggles that the Asian population faces with appropriate inclusive efforts.
Small doses of compassion and empathy can alleviate Pitt’s
river of tears over the foreignness of Asians, such as politely making effort to work through mispronounced words, acknowledging
historically exclusive institutions, or recognizing internalized
Eurocentric beauty standards. Put simply, complaining about the
Asians is bigoted; change that by changing prejudiced rhetoric
and behavior.

International students walk to class by the Hillman Library. Chinese students now make up one in four international students in
America. Pennsylvania, alone, has a total of 33,398 international
students. In 2012, Pitt had 2,810 international students.
(Photo by The Pittsburgh Post-Gazette.)
The respected institution of the University of Pittsburgh
boasts itself on the diversity of the student population, yet they
fail to account for the racist attitude that make these “diverse”
students feel unwelcome and unsafe. The students of the University of Pittsburgh have no problem with culturally appropriating
various Asian symbols and cuisines, yet they freely denounce
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